Temporal processing disorders in patients with Broca's aphasia.
We report an association between a language deficit following brain lesion and a new strategy in temporal integration. Patients with different brain lesions mentally grouped sequences of identical acoustic stimuli generated at various frequencies. They were asked while listening to the stimuli to accentuate every second, third or other stimulus to create an individual rhythmic pattern. After each sequence patients reported how many stimuli they had united into a perceptual unit. The integration interval was defined as the number of reported stimuli multiplied by the temporal interval between two successive stimuli. Results indicate different integration strategies depending on the lesion site, i.e. Broca's aphasics behaving differently than all other patient groups. At lower frequencies they showed longer, at higher frequencies they displayed shorter integration. From this observation we conclude that the Broca's patients acquired a new strategy because of the lesion; they relied on mental counting and less on automatic temporal integration, which is usually the case.